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PB will go up to fiftyof

by 
on

will not run fiction and 
con reports, sen

editors fancy
own thing will be sent to each contributor in addition to 
contributors copy of the issue. PB does and will reprint 

material from other zines.

Trade & Freebies: The policy here is somewhat more erratic. As a 
general rule we will trade with anyone with one exception. There 
are two graft lists, mine and Cory's. Copies to contributors and

Reproduction: Repro will continue to be 
periment! Art will be electrostencilled 
stencil cutter.

Schedule: PB will be published quarterly in Feb., 
May, August, and Nov.

Ten run 
paper of all artwork used 
the artist unless otherwise

G-466. We will ex- 
the NESFA Rex electro

Cover's: The last two covers have been done photo offset by
Weiner, to whom a great deal of credit is due. I have finally 

understood (I think) the process used to get multitone color in 
the covers. It involves putting two different types of ink in the 
ink tray. Covers will continue to be photo offset.

l

Starting with this issue I am going to 
seriously attempt to upgrade both the quality 

and regularity of PB. In order to to this I ” 
am going to try to hold to the following general 

policy:

■ vute 13 year old boy seeks 
.nance with an other cute 13 year

• • ooy. Should like Beethoven
■ ^ssenarron, symphonies.

'igernails, e-yeiashes etc 
experience heeded 
4 84-7044. .

Artwork : All artwork will be returned to the 
artist upon rejection or upon use automatically 
unless the artist specifies otherwise, 

sheets on white 
will be sent to 
specified.

Material: PB ordinarily
poetry. PB can and will use reviews, con reports, ser

ious and humorous articles, puzzles and games, recipes, and 
anything else sufficiently exotic or erratic to strike the' 

Effective next issue five copies of his or hei 
the

Prices: Effective next issue the price
cents. I sort of hate to do this because I feel that fanzines 
are overpriced. However the fact is that PB costs about thirty
seven cents per issue (including postage). It seems only fair to 
the membership of NESFA that the price per issue should cover 
costs. Since the postal rates are going up, the price of PB has 

to also. Subscriptions at the rate of three for $L«-C0 which are 
postmarked before May 1 will be honored.



and
you
you

letter writers of course. And then 
may just get a copy because I thought 
ought to get one.

Putting out this zine has been a bloody 
disaster. Things really started a couple 
of weeks ago when Marsha gently suggested 
that we get PB out real soon now. She 
had a distinctly immediate tone to her 
suggestion. Well that was OK. 
I did have a quantity of stuff 
The issue was all laid out and 
was there. (In fact there was 
of material - I cut an article 
HoyIman which will appear next
Sorry about that Doug. ) Between that time 
and the March 7 meeting I got a fair 
number of stencils run off, mostly artwork. 
At the March 7 meeting I blithely announced 
a collation the coming Thursday; after all 
we did want to get 
Boskone. "

After all 
on stencil, 
the material 
an abundance 
by Doug 
issue.

the issue out before

Monday evening 
run off for divers
I started running off Joe Ross's zine for 
him - 26 pages, 75 copies. _ 
I figured it would take a couple 
hours to run off. Well it would 
except for one little thing.

I didn't get anything 
reasons. Tuesday night

No sweat, 
of : 
have

While I was in the middle of running 
it all of a sudden the G-466 started making 
funny grinding noises. Shortly thereafter 
it froze up in the middle of feeding a 
sheet of paper. Disaster, I thought. 
Something is busted and I shall not get 
PB out.

running

However I decided not to despair 
prematurely. Maybe, just maybe, I could 

figure out what was wrong with the beast. So
I looked at it and scratched my head. Now as it 

happens I know next to nothing about the internal 
workings of Gestetners/or any other mimeo. However 
just got a cram course.

The first thing I did was to gently run it through the 
by hand. After some trial this established that the

I
I cycle

thing ran OK except when it was actually feeding paper.
also established more or less in my mind that there was nothing 

obviously wrong that was visible. I turned it over on its side 
and looked at what was to be seen from the bottom. Nothing there 

either. I took off the roller at the bottom.(the one that presses 
the.paper against the silk screen) and established that it wasn't 

binding. So finally I took off the panel on the side of the machine. 
Keerist what a lot of gears.



So began the work of trying to figure out what did what. After some peering 
and studying I eventually located the complex of gears, moving plates, etc. that 
were engaged when paper was being fed. This, of course, did not immediately help me 
because I had no notion of whether any particular thing was doing what it was supposed 
to or not. Finally, however, I saw that a little metal plate with a funny shape 
caught a metal knob and ground it against one of the large gears. Aha I said. This 
cannot be right. Can it be that the bend in the metal arm that this knob is attached 
to is not supposed to be there? Investigation established that this metal arm was 
connected to the proofing button and all it did was engage the feed mechanism when the 
proofing button was pushed. I took my trusty 
little pinkies, bent the arm back to where it was 
supposed to be, and Lo The damned thing worked.

In retrospect 
trouble represented 
of this kind any trouble is likely to be one of 
two kinds. Either you did something abysmally 
stupid, like not plugging it in, or something is 
busted and it takes special tools and special parts 
to fix it. It is very unusual for the problem to 
be one which an intelligent man can both find and 
fix without any special traing or equipment. You 
may credit the appearance of this issue to the fact 
that in my younger days I was a farm boy in South 
Dakota and learned to work with machinery and not 
be intimidated by it.

I consider the fact that the 
a minor miracle. In a machine

Speaking of the appearance of this issue 
it is pretty ratty. There are three major 
reasons for this. First of all there is 
own inexperience in running off an issue 
on the G-46&. Secondly the paper we 
bought for the issue is definitely not 
to be recommended - besides having 
see through problems it warps when you 
get ink on it. Thirdly the stencils 
I used for the letter column had wide 
margins, and I didn’t realize it when 
I typed the stencils for the 
column.

letter

of the 
you are 
and

On the other hand most 
artwork looks good. In case 
looking at a particular page 
wondering why the artwork looks very 
good and the repro in the text looks 
lousy the explanation is very simple. 
With a few exceptions all artwork 
was pasted up separately and run 
separately. This is a pain but it 
does give better results.

Wednesday evening Bill Desmond 
came over and video taped Marsha 
and Georgine doing belly dancing. 
That shot much of Wednesday evening.

my

However there was all Wednesday 
night and part of Thursday and that.
kiddies, is how FB got oQB.





THE EDITORS CONFER

Mike Symes: the maudlin, maundering, 
marinated meathead from Mattapan.

You may wonder why a dissipated bum like 
Mike Symes is associated with PB. The 
real reason is charity. You should do 
something for somebody whose vices have 
left him in a state of premature senility 
at the age of 20. Then there is the 
prestige of having an "art editor" on 
the staff. Of course there isn't much 
prestige in having an "artist" whose 
epileptic scribbles would disgrace a 
three year old but it sounds good. 
After all, lots of people haven't seen 
his "artwork."

Dick Harter: the gypsy mutant reconverted 
industrial vacuum cleaner plastic hippie 
fanzine editor.

Even the worst of plastic hippies scorn 
Richard Harter. His presence, masked by 
the odor of Brylcreem and Hai-Karate, wilts 
flowers--even plastic flowers. He manages 
to say "far out" 39 times every half hour, 
and somehow thinks his constant cretin
like behavior will convince others that 
he is ’ stoned.' He has made many refer
ences to "roofers," "shooting grass," 
and 'smoking speed." I hope he doesn't 
really experiment and destroy the few 
remaining tatters of grey matter he 
possesses.

Actually, it isn’t too hard to work with 
Mike as long as you remember a few simple 
rules like never getting downwind from 
him. All you have to do is tell him 
what you want done and go away for a 
while. When you come back you will find 
him sitting there with a blank look on 
his face and his thumb in his mouth.
Tell him once again what you want done 
and go back to what you were doing.
After an evening of this you will have 
gotten a lot done and Mike will have a 
clean thumb. Believe me, this is very 
good—anything clean about Mike is an 
improvement.

I shouldn't dwell on Dick's minor per
sonality faults. We all have our quirks, 
but Harter has all of them. If you have 
wondered why I'm associated with PB, or 
have wondered at the discrepancy between 
the quality of the magazine and Mr. Harter's 
"talents" I shall reveal the truth! He 
is an excellent typist. He uses his toes, 
a result of his"unique" parentage (an 
ill fated safari led by Sir Linsey Carter 
in ’35). Ah, but the hand behind the 
throne belongs to Marsha Elkin, who in 
addition to cleaning his cage and perform
ing other duties, edits PB for him.
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Requiem For The SF Magazines ?

by Joe Ross



I include myself in this 
it would appear that a re-evalu- 

A few years ago, when I marked my 
. magazines to which I would gladlymagazines to

SctTta ArefS

xdxmxiaf sr ttese °f us "h°are sSS xx::: lxxx 
nark”X the XTsXy °rlSlnal PaperbaCk SF ethology has even provided a 

wX^Xta see ;'r' X" “OUld a?dOubtedly dismiss as "illogical,"
cat “ L, t/V • F MgaZlneS continue to exist. I include mvself in tL category. If the prozines are to survive, however 
ation of their content and format is in order. , ’ 
first ballot for Hugo awards, there were several 
have given my vote. Now I cannot think of one.

By this time some reader has surely decided that this article 
those laments that "science fiction ain't got no 
standard answer is usually given: ’’2_ ' 
grown older and nothing thrills you any more."

So now comes the plaintiff, still on the trustworthy side of thirty and denies the 
i^fact Igdo1Oni lf.that were true’ 1 wouldn't enjoy Sol Cohen's reprints. But 
that I am not a —" °Ccasional Tories in the current magazines. It's just
magazines en]Oying an ^creasing amount of what appears in the current non-reprint

is another one of 
no more," to which the 
more because you’ve

sensa wonder
"SF doesn't thrill you any

types seems inoreasinS1y to be produced by 

syntax even, that’s tough! They seem to think that because they are being ''creative1' and experimental" they have the inalienable right to be pubShed^nd Sfd. 

Why do so many protagonists in modern fiction have to be such incompetent selfish 
assholes? Robin Hood is the character that we still read about, n« Adamants who 
aeri«i’Ce>“ K ?heriff Of “^“"Sham, or Lou Rreebean, who paid off the 
h * 1 ave him alone. Now we are subjected to that idiot who let himselF «■+■ 

pushed around by Mrs. Robinson, and in SF we've got Jack E™ ®et

tO ilve ln a “orld "*"5re there Meren't at least a few competent people who 
to han clngS ^ppen’ and who made them happen because they thought such things ought 
who■ 2ere re: V T’ CVe" ln tOday'S suFPosedly rotten world, someZ 
XS: iTSeS°Xn°’:.fOr CaUSe' ficLoXn-

elM? f ? ,? T ”J° "ere hands0"er> =">arter, and stronger than anyone
2-t e^: t#aUy “ had a feM such Eenuine heras 1" its history, tad ?hey
don t even have to save a galaxy from destruction; I'll be more than hanov if thev 7 
lie^fein°whltGthI ?VerJhTOW a government (provided that they do it because they be- 

they're doing, not because they’ve been paid to do it-and provided 
dLsn^eeSne2vnt C?^y des!rves whatever they are doing). Modem fiction 
w^na “ he n°tlOn that some thinSs are right and other things are

r raixs: zsx;
■ X^d^-X^bX
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last word at the end, and all the other words ordered into sentences and paragraphs 
in proper sequence in between? A recent issue of Galaxy seems to advocate the propo
sition that it's really much better for the reader to have to turn the magazine side
ways every now and then, .

No critique of the prozines would be complete without castigating Analog, the magazine 
of.parables illustrating the editor's pet theories. I notice that'Campbell's July 
editorial criticizes a TV program for substituting "message" for "entertainment." But 
then he goes on to make it perfectly clear that what he really objects to is the fact 
that the message he saw on television was against medical quacks, one of his favorite 
martyred groups. Campbell quite clearly is not opposed to substituting "message" 
for 'entertainment." He does it all the time in his magazine. He just wants messages 
that he agrees with. I defy anyone to find just one story published by Campbell in 
recent years which takes a viewpoint diametrically opposed to his own.

While we're on the subject of Analog, this seems a good place to get into a discussion 
of cover artwork. Ever since Analog went back to small size about five years ago, 
Campbell, or whoever selects his covers, seems determined to always use the dnl1est} 
drabest.illustrations, with the dullest colors, as if the magazine were intended to 
appear in the waiting rooms of Wall Street lawyers. (I realize that Analog's July 
cover was more colorful. But that's one;in how many?) " I notice that the cover of 
the September Amazing looks remarkably like an Analog cover. Ted White has been doing 
so many encouraging things with his magazines, I hope that Analog-type covers won't 
become a habit. ----------

Galaxy and on tl)e other hand, have gotten to the point where I can no longer tell 
whether the issue on the stands is the last issue or a new issue. I wonder whether 
that has anything to do with their sales?

Whatever became.of illustrators who made some attempt to paint pictures of things that 
were happening in the story? Whatever became of science fiction covers? You know, 
i.he ones that used to show robots, spaceships, and little green men. • I have a pretty 
good idea. I suspect that we have some people, within the science fiction world who 
are ashamed of the fact that science fiction is, in fact,'science fiction. These 
"respectable" people don't want to be seen reading or buying magazines with bright 
colored pictures of strange things. Or at least the publishers think that this is 
the case. The result is that a spaceship, when it is pictured at all, cannot look 
too different from an Apollo lunar module or an Oldsmobile emblem, and all spacemen 
must wear regulation NASA spacesuits.



I'mnot mourning for the covers of the old Planet Stories that showed the giant lobstr 
stripping the sexy girls. There are much better pictures nowadays in Playboy—if you 

the SF magazines of the past. ___  ... _
on those rare occasions when Mr. Cohen leaves the cover 
words to let the picture show through. But isn't there 
visual imagination of Frank R. Paul? .

Of course one problem with cover art these days is that
1 *1 AM. — a / --- ---------- L • H « J

P - w -- - * I 3SSUH1C ’tfacl't uiiv Uli LX'XllUlltSU

”aS discontinued in the early 1950's for good and sufficients.
1970, Is digest size still the best format for

. But there have been some truly beautiful covers on many of
We Sti,i:L See them on the 501 Cohen magazines 

sufficiently uncluttered with 
any artist today with the

you
the larger.

really can’t display it 
untrimmed, blotter paper 
-- -------. But now it is

a science fiction magazine?

We know that Analog tried a somewhat expensive large size format in 1963-65. The 
problem apparently was the the slick paper and other fancy stuff couldn't be paid for 
without advertising, and enough advertising couldn't be gotten for a science 
magazine.

well on a digest sized magazine. I assume that

fiction

»hat *he SElX. kind of large size format that a science fiction magazine can 
have? How about a magazine 6 1/2 by 9" or 8 1/2 by 11” with approximately the same 
kind of paper used at present, and a couple of staples to hold it together?

^Sk °f the 2reat StaPle War, of 1935, I will point out that quite a
number of successful and respectable magazines are held together quite well by a 

°f.stfPdes-A_Look at I^f e, Newsweek, National Review, New Republic, Superman, 
Playboy, Sky and Telescope, Tfaf gy^^g~yggf7~andMad, Scientific American 

the many others.' '

A change to a larger size would probably improve newsstand display. Those reads; _ 
never look at a newsstand outside of Harvard Square probably won’t know what I'm” 
a mg about, but the rest of us are well aware of how the digest size SF magazines 

U? underaeath Children's Digest, Humpty Dumpty, Pageant, Success 
-----------e__, and Sir. I suspect that Analog has figures from 1963-65 which prove it.

Those readers who

ut the prozine publishers have another excuse for their problems, namely: 'We're just 
not getting distributed to the newsstands!” If the practices of the newsstand distribu 
tion industry are as horrible as we keep hearing, they must certainly constitute 
monopolies, combinations in restraint of trade, and other illegal things. Our Presi- 
Snt,4 partner have insisted that they are at war against organized crime.
Why don t the SF magazine publishers get together with other small magazines having 
similar problems (or are the distributors only persecuting the SF 
magazines?) and take John Mitchell up on his rhetoric?

tkat.d?esn’t,wor’k they can always present their information to 
the Administration's most vocal opponent in time for the next elec
tion. I'm sure that Kennedy or Wallace would be glad to be able to 
show that Nixon isn’t in favor of ’’Lanworder.1’

To hear the editors and publishers talk, they could hire the Mafia 
to take care of recalcitrant distributors, and the money real 
from the additional sales would be enough to pay for the ser
vices rendered.

Perhaps the reason none of these things are done is that the 
present crop of editors and publishers are just like the 
characters the populate their magazines. Far< more inclined 
themselves to let things happen than to make things happen, 
maybe they identify with that kind of character are are for 
that reason attracted to stories containing them. It's about 
time someone running the prozines made things happen.
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$150000 Worth of Jellybeans

Jim Saklad
Questions: s-■

1. What did the Dromozoa do? Where?

2. Describe the Seat of Judgement.

3. What can get through a GP hull?

4. First the Heinlein, then a military ship, 
What did they seek?

searched Neptune from forced orbit

5. A 124 year old civil war veteran buried a native of Vega XXI 
father. What was the earthman's name? Profession?

next to his own

6. Who followed Starseeds?

7. What kind of a house did Teal design?

8. What story begins, "He doesn't know which of us we are these days...11 12 13 14 15
9. Who said “Fight."?

10. How tall is Go-Captain Alvarez?

11. What were the Widget and the Wadget used to investigate?

12. What was Fourmyle's slogan? ■

13. What is the record time for the Vacuum Breather’s Club?

14. Who were the IMT? What were they called?

15. Who were the Howard families?



Answers - PB 6:

1. Oh, come on now—you really didn't remember? "The Star" by Arthur C. Clarke.

2.

3.

4.

up

My memory's_going to pot. "offog" is official dog (of. dog)-but while I 
could^describe the story, I can't remember the title or author. ((It was 
Enc nrarik Russell s ‘'Alamzgoosa.3 " you nit. M.))

After being blasted in St. Pat's, Gully Foyle (THE STARS MY DESTINATION) had 
synesthesia switched senses—"a blinding report and a deafening flash."

Professor Trevor Williams, in Clarke's "Venture to the Moon"—to retrieve a 
by arrow landed °n 3 precipice ’ a grappling hook or climbing line was pulled

5.

6.

The game was Dazzle Dart; the story "Bullard Reflects".

That was the.day the neutron bomb exploded over Logan, 
of mutants, including not a few telepaths, 
the story but it sure stuck in my mind.

Utah, producing a wave
11ve never been able to track down

7. Rufo, of course, in GLORY ROAD.

8. Very simple, really—the Gostak distims the 
to know? Doshes. Anything else you'd like

9. Overhead, without any fuss, the stars were 
of God'1 by Arthur C. Clarke. going out." "The Nine Billion Names

10. Gaul, Odysseus Gaul, in "Oddy and Id."

11. In Conklin's 17 X INFINITY, there's 
It's by Rudyard Kipling, and it was 
a statue in Chicago.

a very good story, even by today's standards, 
written in 1912. The Nigger in Flames was

12. ''The Starcomber"—a Bester story. I believe.

13. Brian Aldiss's first story—"T." T
in the Sol system—seventh from the _
to do--a failure of its programmer's foresight- 
to, namely, destroy the third one out—Earth, 
that point in time that T went back to.

was assigned 
outside. It

to destory the seventh planet 
did—completely.

-was what it was
Seems there were

What it failed 
really supposed 
ten planets at

14.

15.

The Highest Treason --an Astounding story some years back—was
Sebastian McMaine convinced the Kerothi to kill <___
World. The cover illo showed men and women hanging from lamppost

A skull on the ground—as if a man had been buried up to his head and left to 
die. A Sturgeon mystical story.

when the ''traitor" 
every human being on Houston's

:s.
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It worked.

At ten o’clock on Saturday morning of that weekend I found 
myself sitting in a car with the editor of this noble zine 

(yes you, Richard) and Leslie Turek and Freddie Isaacs, en 
route to a place where canoes could be rented. We got there 

at around 11 and duly found Al and Linda Kent waiting for us.
The canoes were waiting and the Kents went about the business 
of explaining to us how to chose a paddle of the proper size.

I discovered that canoe paddles don’t seem to come in my size 
and took the closest available one.

Once upon a time, not too long ago (on August 7, 
to be precise), I started out for Heicon. Being 

somewhat inclined to circuitousness I started for 
the air port three days early and went the long way 

round via Boston. And I strongly suspect that it is 
as a result of that detour that I am sitting here pre

paring to write this saga.

The Kents took one canoe, Freddie and 
and and I the third, and we started up 

very efficient at canoeing, Richard and 
well once we got used to how much force was needed to steer 

the scenic route back and forth between the banks because Freddie kept 
much harder than Leslie.

Leslie took 
paddling so

Leslie the second and Rich- 
the riven. The Kents are
I managed to cope pretty 
which way3 and Freddie and

The Concord 
sensation.
I’d also forgotten what little I’d known of paddling a canoe but that isn’t too hard 
to pick up, fortunately. In addition to pretty scenery (including lots of flowers I 
couldn't in the least identify) and some genuine history (that very same wooden 
bridge of early Revolutionary War fame, which we got to paddle under), the Concord 
River also has some wild life. Not very wild probably to people more used to this 
sort of thing, but to someone raised in New York City wild ducks, turtles, frogs, 
schools of various sorts of fish swimming under the canoes, and small unidentified 
beasties living by the edge of the river are quite fascinating.

River is very pleasant and being in a canoe gliding along is a lovely 
I’d forgotten how nice since my last trip in a canoe 14 years earlier.

After about an hour and a half of paddling we started looking for a good place to 
stop for lunch and finally pulled the canoes up on a slightly muddy bank near a 
small clearing. After lunch we went back to the canoes to start back down the river. 
Freddie and Leslie got off with no trouble and then Dick and I got into our canoe 
and I started to push us off. Unfortunately I'd forgotten about a groove in the 
bank that we'd originally run the canoe into to beach it and managed to push us into 
it. The canoe swung sideways and turned over and I found myself sitting waist deep 
in the water. Since you can't turn over only half a canoe Dick was also sitting in 
the water and I strongly suspect that it was at 
committed to writing a Heicon report for PB.

this point that I found myself

The Kents helped us up and the canoe was emptied 
held it and this time managed to get off safely, 
were dry, if a bit muddy, within about half an hour.

and righted. 
Since it was a

We got in while they 
nice sunny day we

capacity 
ready to

We went back down the river, carefully testing the echo 
went under it, and decided that since we weren't really 
up the Assabet for a while instead of going straight back to return the canoes. 

of each bridge as we 
stop yet we'd paddle 

The



Assabet is even more pleasant than the Concord though shallower and we had to be 
careful not to run aground. At one point all three canoes stopped together while the 
Kents passed around the last of their cokes and Dick, Freddie and Leslie got out and 
waded around for a bit. We started back finally and once back on the Concord made 
pretty good time for a bit until Dick splashed Freddie with his paddle and Freddie 
tried to duck and splash back ar the sum; time. That was a mistake. Their canoe 
started to go over and not all of Leslie's efforts could really stop it. She did 
manage to get it back on an even keel again bit at that point it was riding placidly 
about two inches below the surface of the river so she gave up and she and Freddie ' 
swam it across the river to the far bank where they could pull it up and empty it. 
After stopping to retrieve Leslie's shoes, which were floating near us, we followed 
them and beached our canoe so Richard could help them empty theirs. The four of us 
got our assorted, somewhat soggy belongings sorted out and we started off again. 
This time I managed to push us off without upsetting us. We caught up to the Kents 
and then headed straight back to the canoe rental place where the canoe rental was 
paid for.with.very soggy money. The people who ran the place seemed to find nothing 
unusual in this, which made me feel much better.

The four soggies got into Freddie's car and, with the Kents following, started off 
for Richard's place where Freddie dropped Richard and me before he and Leslie headed 
off in search of showers and dry clothes. After getting cleaned up we set out .with 
the Kents in search of dinner and after that we all went over to Bill Desmond's for 
the.NESFA party. The party was a great deal of fun but after spending the day exer
cising muscles that I'd forgotten I had I got tired pretty early and, after groaning 
my way through the latest chapter or"Gene Autry and the Phantom Empire" and ignoring 
the.latest chapter of "The Air Cadets" (which has got to be one of the all time worst 
movie serials ever made) I jomd the early departure contingent and wound up scrunched 
in the back of Tony's Saab with Richard and Lc.lie.

The next day, in my continuing effort to get in shape for 
three weeks of fun, I wound up g-'ing to the Cambridge 
Common with Dick for the free rock concert (they have 
one there every Sunday during the summer) and spent the 
entire afternoon ambling around the commo:.. In addition 
to the official concert at one end of the common there 
is an impromptu drum band which happens there most 
weekends and this time they had two recorders, a flute 
and a sax joining the regular contingent of drums.
Tnerc was a pretty good country and west'”..; group whose 
membership had at least one complete turnover during 
’ afternoon and several fclksinging groups. Another 
interesting feature of Sunday afternoons on the common 
was the flea market which seems to have grown m over
-he last summer and which had some interesting candles 
and ‘ - - - -
all this were the frisbie games and the kite flyers and 
a group of about twenty people trying to fly a large 
orange parachute. They managed to get it aloft but it 
didn't stay up too long though it was lovely while it 
lasted.

lots of badly done In addition to

A long afternoon in the common combined with five hours 
of canoeing and a party the previous day left me pretty 
in the evening and also the next day when, with Sue and 
Tony Lewis and Paul Galvin, I boarded a plane for New 
York on the second lap of my trip to Idlewild (or Kennedy, 
take your pick). The plane., unfortunately, was going 
to La Guardia but it was an easy taxi ride from there 
to Idlewild. Drew Whyte also turned up on this plane

tired



to New York but we lost track of him 
at La Guardia and didn't see him again 
till later that evening.

When we got to Idlewild we looked in 
the International Arrivals Building 
for a locker to dump our bags into 
(we were all carrying flight packs 
and had no intention of checking them 
through to our destination, the 
luggage you carry with you doesn’t 
get routed off to the other side of 
the world by mistake, or at least 
not unless you do too) but discovered 
only one empty locker and that turned 
out to be broken. Still carrying our 
bags we trudged down to KLM and found 
Don Lundry and Elliot Shorter and 
our tickets, not to mention several 
other members of the group. We check
ed in for the flight and each of us 
in turn had to fight for the right 
to carry on our bags. Since the 
whole purpose of flight packs is that 
you can fit them under your seat so 
you don’t have to go through the 
bother of checking them in and then 
recovering them later I was a little 
bewildered by this. But after dis
cussing the matter with the woman who 
was checking me in I decided thatthey simply don’t feel as though they’re doing their job unles's they go through ?he 

whole bit including taking your luggage away from you. Since severaAf my fliends 
had warned me against taking too much stuff with me I was travelling very light bu^ 
after carrying my bag around for much of the day it felt as though it weLhed a ton 
and I was both relieved and startled to find out that I was only carrying"15 lbs. of 
luggage (including three Mike Symes paintings I was carrying to the con for him).

With my red white and blue flowered flight pack securely bearing its carry on pass 
(proving it had been weighed), I rejoined the crowd around Don for a few^ninutes be- 
ore go^-ng off with Sue, Tony and Paul to get something to eat in the over priced 

understaffed coffee shop. The food was lousy and the service nonexistant.

Stin^ sectl°n to spend the next several hours talking to people and
Z hSpf’l S f! K^ery m^Ch e the Start Of a convention with people standing around 
ahot®1 lobby talking and watching for new arrivals. All the regular convention 
ZZd nSZh^Zemed to be there. I spent a fair amount of time talking to Wally Gonser
"d °n Sea news and at some point in the evening hailed Larry Niven

w Kdjthat he WaS looking for FuzzY hut that he had to go and get their luggage 
which had come on a different plane from the one they took. We promised to grfb 
b7KnkfnZeZaWr r keep her there till Larry got back. A while later she wandered 
JnAhZd x f dUly grabbed her- In the meantime the plane's departure
time had been put back an hour and more people had arrived.

tim^hAdV bar7.sti11 hadn't reappeared, Fuzzy was worrying, and the plane
AV ? ^Ck ! further- 1 was doing w best to distract Fuzzy by tell

ing her how I had tipped Dick into the Concord River when Larry finally appeared with 
the long lost luggage. As it was being checked through they discovered that TWA. in 
its infinite wisdom, had managed to switch baggage tags and they had been given someone



While Larry got the two of them checked in
>- set off for TWA (luckily, it

„ -. It was found

else's suitcase of the exact same type. I" “ ~
xuzzy, aided.by one of the other fans from the group, scL uff fur Th 
was located in the next building) in search of the missing suitcase.

°Ut trouble and gotten back- in time to be checked in with the other luggage
and suitcase was left with KLM who called TWA and told them that they hid it
S "J’ “ “aS n°” 10 °r 15 minutes to boal’di”S time and Fuzzy
and I went up to the bar to get some ginger ale to drink and then joined the rest of
the mob in the waiting room.

few minutes later they finally called for passengers for our plane and we set off 
down a winding staircase which seemed to go on' forever. We were stopped part way down 
for about ten minutes and then continued down to the.field where buses were waiting to 
take us to the plane. It probably would have been quicker to walk but I suppose they 
were afraid we'd straggle off and get lost. ■. . 7

On the plane there, was. a certain amount of confusion while people got seated, switched 
seats, and generally.got themselves sorted out. I was originally sharing a triple of 
seats with George Price and Drew Whyte but Drew obligingly switched seats with George’s 
girlfriend. In the triple on the other side of the aisle were Pat and Peggy Kennedy 
and a non fan. The KLM people had done their best to block our group on the plane and 
hadn’t done too badly, though they hadn't managed to give us a solid block of seats.

Flying on KLM.was a marvelous experience. I'm going to find it very hard to be toler
ant of domestic airlines after this trip. The service and food were so much better 
than the best domestic flight I've ever been on that there just isn't any comparison. 
As we were taking off a stewardess came by with mints and- candies and as soon as we 
were off a steward came by with orange jiuce. A while later a nice cold meal was 
served and after that the drink cart came around. Buying drinks on the plane was cheap 
so I decided to splurge and get champagne to cdlebrabe the start of my very first trip 
to Europe. It was good champagne and there was a lovely lot of it.

I had planned to spend a good.part of the flight sleeping so as to be in good shape for 
going sightseeing when we arrived in London but I' got into a discussion of mysteries 
with Peggy Kennedy which lasted for some time and which convinced me that for someone 
who doesn't consider herself a mystery fan I?ve read an awful lot of them. After that 
I talked to Sue Lewis for a while while I was finishing my champagne and by that time 
it was three hours to breakfast so I didn't get much sleep on the flight after all.

We arrived at Skiphdl Airport on schedule (an accomplishment considering that we start
ed two hours late, but! suppose they automatically allow for those) and switched to 
the plane.that.was taking us.to Heathrow Airport. We had gotten a pretty nice breakfast 
on the main flight and on this leg of the trip we got a snack, which I appreciated since 
my appetite . increased tremendously on this trip. We landed more or less on 
scheduleaand piled out. Those of us with only carry on bags headed straight for customs. 
I wandered through the door that said "Nothing to Declare" and stood there in my 
touristy green and purple banion print dress, carrying my red, white and blue flowered 
suitcase and looking bewildered and sleepy. Stu and Amy were on one of the two lines 
having their bags gone through but the other customs man just waved me on through 
when I asked him what I was supposed to be doing now.

I went through the door into the main arrivals room (at least I suppoe it must have 
been called something like that) and spotted Bruce Pelz, who was meeting us there, 
industriously watching a different door from the one I'd used. I sneaked up behind 
him and poked him in the ribs in an attempt to startle him but it isn't easy to make 
Bruce jump so I settled for a warm welcome instead. We stood around waiting for the 
others and catching up on what had been happening since Westercon (not much) and, since 
it was his birthday, I presented Bruce with a Leo mushroom. This was inspired by a 
long standing disagreement arout our respective tastes in interior decoration, Bruce 
decorating his apartment in early Leo (mostly posters) and me decorating my place in 
mushroom modern (ricky ticky stick on mushrooms on cabinet doors, mushroom print ash
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trays, mugs, etc. Bruce had said at one point that he wouldn’t have anything as silly 
as mushrooms decorating his place, so when Elliot came back from one of his trips to 
New Hampshire and told me about a place selling crystal mushrooms with zodiac signs 
carved on.them I immediately decided that a Leo mushroom was exactly what Bruce needed. 
He appreciated the ingenuity involved in finding a Leo object he wouldn't have been 
likely to.buy for himself and decided that he'd break down and allow at least that one 
mushroom in to his place.

By now the rest of the mob had started trickling through and when we had assembled Sue 
and TonyStu and Amy, Paul, Elliot and a couple of others we followed our noble 
loader.(since he was the only one who knew the way) out into England. We got to the 
bus stop where you get a shuttle bus to the underground and we waited. And we waited 
And then we waited some more. Finally a bus pulled in and we all piled on and a bit ’ 
later we got off at the underground station and followed Bruce into that. He got us 
all down to the Regent Palace together and we settled down to checking in. My room 
turned out to be one of the Z rooms on the upper half of the third floor, way off in 
the back of beyond. I never did find out whether ail of the floors were split level 
but the third is and you have to go through several corridors and up a flight of stairs 
to get to the section where my room was located. The rooms at the Regent Palace are 
a reasonable size and have sinks but no toilets or bath facilities and you have to use 

d0?n,'!:he ha^1> At least there a decent number of these (carefully 
marked for ladies and gentlemen) at regular intervals along all of the halls I saw.

I had originally thought it would be a simple matter to sleep on the plane and arrive 
right and refreshed and all ready to go out and see the Tower of London or some other 

attractlon that a^emoon but instead I sort of collapsed and that killed the 
j .Lemoon. Our group were going to meet downstairs and have dinner at the Carvery 

+rUCe \who.were unsuccessfully trying to get in touch with Eddie
Ph J! ° aX'range the Liverpool part of the trip, were late and when we got 

downstairs after our unsuccessful efforts we found that the Carvery only took reserva
tions for those members of the party who were there and we'd have to wait on line and 
ti.ee a separate table. We were saved from an indefinitely long wait by the timely 
arrival of Aiom, who offered to take us arround that evening and suggested that we 
m-ght want to try eating at some restaurant in Soho or Chelsea (I was a bit foggy at 

___ that point and I'm not sure to this day 
which it was). We jumped at the idea.

Arthur hadn't changed much since I 
last saw him in 1964 at Pacificon 

and we simply picked up our 
friendship where we'd left off 
then as though no time had 

passed. There aren't too 
many people you can feel 

like that with.

Before we headed off 
into the blue Arthur 
asked Bruce if it 
wasn't his birthday 
that day, and when 
Bruce admited to the 
fact he presented 
him a lovely full 
color ATomillo that 
he had done for the 
occasion. Bruce 
was almost speechless 
for once.



We headed off for Arthur's car, with me 
thinking "I'm'in London. I don’t be
lieve it," a thought that kept re
curring for the next several days, and 
Arthur joked all the way (and it was a 
fair walk) about not really remembering 
where he'd parked. We got to the car 
finally and piled in and Bruce warned 
me to remember that they drive on the 
other side of the road there and not to 
get scared. Luckily I either have good 
nerves or was simply to foggy to worry 
because it didn't bother me at all. It 
didn't even seem particularly strange. 
We got to wherever it was we were heading 
and Arthur parked the car and we ambled 
off , looking for someplace to eat that 
struck our fancy and ending up in a very 
nice little Italian restaurant whose name 
over to the embankment and I got my first 
the Thames, which is lovely (and clean 
Cleopatra's Needle. Then Arthur took us across the street to a park 
some fascinating statues. The two that we found most notable were a 
Arthur Sullivan of GSS fame and a statue of Thomas Crapper, inventor 
successful flush toilet. I don't remember any of the others at this 
beginning to get very sleepy again by that time.

Iwe
8065

I never did learn. After dinner we drove 
look at a number of things, starting with 

unlike New York rivers) and a water gate and 
which contained 
bust of Sir 
of the first 
point as I was

We wandered back to the car and Arthur gave us a quick scenic tour of some of London, 
most of which I dozed through, having finally given up the ghost at that point. I 
do remember the rather interesting explanation Arthur gave of how Charing Cross Road 
got its name, something about charings being small lemming-like creatures who periodi
cally migrated across London, always choosing this route and the street was finally 
named after them. Having succeeded in immortalizing their name, the creatures then 
became extinct. I love ATom style natural history. At some random point after that 
we got back to the hotel and stopped for a snack' before I flaked out for good for that 
night.

The next day (which by a process of elimination would have to be a Wednesday) I woke 
around eleven and discovered that Bruce was the only one of our crowd still in the 
hotel atHthat point, he too having overslept. We wandered downstairs in search of 
breakfastwhich we found, and then headed out for the Tower of London. The Tower 
turned out to be very interesting (what we saw of it, it does need more than a few 
hours) though not in quite the way I had expected. The crown jewels and the gold 
ceremonial plate were interesting but a bit on the gaudy side (at least for someone 
who prefers silver to gold and doesn't like diamonds), the buildings were interest
ing architecturally'but not outstanding. The two things which really did impress me 
most about the place were the grafitti in the Beauchamps Tower (there is something a 
bit awesome about remarks, poetry, or even just names that people scratched on those 
walls a few hundred years ago and which are still there to be read today, a feeling 
of continuity that you just em't get by reading history books) and a piece of wall 
just standing there, pretty ruined, in the middle of one of the lawns, which a plaque 
identified as the last bit of Reman Britian wall left standing there and which dated 
back to the third century. Perhaps I just have a funny attitude towards time spans, 
but that one bit of wall, 1000 years older than any of the old by today's standards 
buildings that were surrounding it seemed both eerie and rather sad.

We got our first glimmering of the my-ghod-the-town-is-crawling-with-fans syndrome 
that afterncon when we saw Jack Chalker on his way out of the Tower as we were going 
in and passed Norman Codner at some point later on. We left the Tower a couple of



minutes before closing time and wandered oier to a refreshment stand for something to 
drink before going back to the hotel and then we got side tracked into a souvenir 
shop for much longer than planned (getting souvenirsfor your family that they will 
like is difficult and skipping them would have made life even more difficult when I 
got. home). By the time we managed to get out of there I decided that I was going to 
expire of hunger unless we did something about the matter soon so we headed back to 
the hotel to check for the rest of the group and when we found that they were all out 
we started off in search of dinner. About two or three blocks from the hotel we ran 
into Elliot and Paul, who had just finished dinner, and who mentioned that they'd lost 
me Lewises.and Brownsteins at some p .int in the morning but had run into lots of 
other fans including Jo Ellen Rein, a LASFS member whom they metJin a bookstore while 
checking the science fiction section.

I was very disappointed. I had hoped to 
over there and all that I saw in the win- 

more promising than most
Stu Brown- 

(Remember Stu, I’m taking 
. . „ J you

are.) He and Amy and the
'd had enough walking at that 
to be becoming very natural at

We continued on our quest for food and finally found a place a few blocks further -i 
along that.wasn t totally jammed and settled down to eat. The food was tasty though 
not exceptional but the service was marvelous. The strangest thing about England 
from my viewpoint was that it seemed to be quite ordinary over there to get reallv 
good service in all price ranges while here you are expected in most low"to medium 
priced restaurants to be.grateful if you get what you want to eat with a minimum of 
T tS™.1CTh?rhapS “ New York has simply made my unduly cynical about this but
I thoroughly approve of places where the waiter or waitress is expected to be polite 
and give reasonable service as a matter of course. P

After dinner we ambled along Regent Street window shopping for a while and finallv 
woS::. ra\d hotei- we made the trip Mck
wound up on Carnaby Street at one point. I was very disappointed. I had hoped to 
find myself.a.nice mini dress while I was r~“ -- - peQ tO
dows were midis. I was checking out a window that looked 
where there was a sudden loud noise and I received a poke in the ribs. 
stem has a somewhat primitive sense of humor at times. ocu, i m -
judo now and the next time you try that I’ll probably react by trying to send 
through a nearby wall before stopping to see who you ' 
Lewises were walking up Carnaby Street but since we' ’ 
point we continued down to the hotel and, as seemed t 
that point, I went and collapsed.

SitJe^XwSi"  ̂ “P any "°jor effort 8nd Voided that
I didn't 2SS care^Mcb B °# Pd «“•«» up on mu sleep,
in i«.1f wS , g to uake up in the "loaning again was sufficient
in itself Had a proper English breakfast that morning for the first time in 
company with Bruce Elliot, Paul, and (I think) Don Lmdry. I approve o£ EnSish 
breakfasts; there is such a lovely lot of them and it was all except

T flrthur that afternoon in front of some statue or other
tory 2d L CuttJ sJrk" “ “* U“ “d the °ld ’

The party finally assembled at the starting point consisted of Elliot, Bruce Don 
uundry Arthur (of course), the Brownsteins and Lewises, Rose and Mary Ensley Beckie 
Pau[ 2"“ V1 Xear Old d8u8ht8r’> Beresford Smith (Smitty 5rom h2e 2)

LG 1 and myself. We all got on the boat and headed for the front, which we' 
pretty.well took over. Arthur checked to make sure that the crew of this poat would 
a!wfysindoathiseinr°^ g°ing throuSh’ Tt see^ that they don’t
al ays do this and,.when it is done, since it is an extra, the crew passes the hat 
at the end of the trip. The spiel was' quite interesting though at times the accent 
made listening pretty uphill work. Elliot was busy taking notes on the trip into his 
i2t Jn^ved”3!^ CaSSS"e feo°l’dep. the Photo buffs took copious pictures, and I 

• S.8 lovaly ttup the weather was beautiful and the things alone 
the way-were fascinating. Probably the strangest single sight was new London Bridge



being built over and around the old bridge which is being 
fully dismantled to be shipped to someplace improbable in 
U.S. to be rebuilt over an artificial lake.

When we arrived at Greenwich the Brownsteins and 
Lewises, who had constituted themselves a sort of 
traveling sightseeing circus (hereafter referred 
to as the Circus), opted to go directly back 
on the next boat while the rest of us headed 
over to the Cutty Sark.

The Cutty Sark is an old China clipper . 
which has been restored and placed in 
permanent drydock. We climbed around 
the decks and posed for pictures for 
each other and then went down into, the 
hold which has been turned into a 
museum on clipper ships and contained 
lots of interesting things including 
the figures heads from a lot of other 
old clipper ships.

care-
the'

When we'd finished staring our fill . 
we started up the hill to the ob- • 
servatory. And that was some hill. 
Not only tall but very steep and a 
great.nuisance to me since for some 
totally obscure reason I'd decided 
to wear heels instead of sandals 
that afternoon. The trudge up was 
suddenly enlivened by Arthur and 
Beckie starting a race to the top on which they had 
bet heavily (all of thrupence). .Since I was getting 
tired of trudging at that point I declared myself a . 
member of the race by joining in as they passed me. As the 
three of us passed Bruce (me running a middling poor third) 
he . . . _ ’
me fairly quickly and from my position of fourth in a field 
of 
of

and pulled him back and then shot past after Beckie who managed to beat him to the 
top. We four exercise kooks then stood panting at the top of the hill and watched 
the rest of the group straggle up. And then back to being tourists again as we posed 
for nice touristy pictures, standing with one foot on either side of the meridian 
line, and wandered through the old observatory. By the.time we had finished looking 
through the observatory I had, as usual, come to the conclusion that I was likely to 
expire if we didn't find some food soon so we started;.off in search of nourishment, 
which fortunately was not too far away. The tea was too strong but the little cakes

declared himself in in the same way I had. Bruce passed

four I was able to. watch Arthur give a clever demonstration 
strategy. As Bruce started to pass him Arthur grabbed his arm

were rather nice and when I'd finished the two I'd gotten I decided that one more
ought to be enough to stave off starvation until dinner time.

By the time we'd all had enough to.eat it was getting close to the time the last boat 
went back so we hurried back to the.dock and stood on line for what seemed like 
forever. Arthur enlivened the wait by betting pennies with Beckie, first on a right 
hand/left hand basis and then by heads or tails. He lost; We got hungry and checked 
to see what we had in the way of portable refreshments. A few candies turned up (I 
still had the mints I'd gotten on the flight over and which I'd saved for emergencies) 
and we shared them out. Finally we managed to get on a boat and start back and still 
Arthur kept betting pennies with Beckie and losing. He bet on which side of our boat
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the first ship would.pass us going the other way. Maritime law says he should have 
won but the first ship to pass us didn't seem to know about such things. Beckie 
refused to try betting on whether the Tower Bridge would be up or down so they settled 
finally on betting on whether the flag on the Tower would be up or down. Since the 
flag should have come down at 6 and it was now after that Arthur should have had a 
sure thing but once more someone goofed and Arthur lost.

Somewhere in the midst of this desperate gaming the "Fan Guide to Fan Guides" was 
hatched. Or at least the idea was. Arthur mentioned that the Greenwich trip was a 
±avorite of his and that no matter how many times he took visiting fans there he never 
got tired of it and Bruce said that he felt the same about Disneyland. And so the 

; idea of a listing of fans in different areas who are willing and able to take out-of- 
towners to see interesting things.in their area grew up. Heaven only knows if a 
formal list will ever get made up but even if it never does it seems to be accepted 
that when fans turn up in certain areas certain people will take them to see specific 
things. I ve taken.several fans to see the Cloisters and am always happy to have 
another excuse to visit them. Ed Meskys takes newcomers to Meskons to see the Center 
Harbor town dump, etc. Oral tradition seems strong enough in fandom that a formal 
list may never be necessary.

and0! h! a gOOd deal 1^ter than exPected (and I was starving) Bruce
out for tteriS hSel and.had a ta£*y but hasty meal at the Grill before setting 

P L b fOP the special meeting. Seems the London fans get together there 
the first Thursday evening of each month but in honor of the charter arriving they 

gabhering °n the second Thursday this month. The place was jammed whence 
got there and grew steadily more crowded as the evening went on. There were some 
amiliar races some familiar names, and tons of strangers. A tall thin guv with a 

pleasant though intense manner turned out to be Pete Weston who wanted todiscuss the 
°f “° r°" ^T10" "ith Several Of the

r. . j ome, joined that discussion at several points during the evening but 
ept dropping out when it started going round in circles. I got involved in what

i ° ? Z ^nin? dlscussion on embroidery with another Arthur (not Thomson) 
off foX d +£ 2dd P°-ntS Urihg Heicon’ and Sot to watch him and a friend setting 
rifht fr™ th 6V^lng‘ Th®y Were going on a tandem bkle and were leaving
right from the Globe. The person I'd been most looking forward to meeting turned out 
of course, to be the biggest surprise. I've been hearing stories aS sfla^rker 

«nCe/J:Ot J”? fandom but somehow the reality turned out to be different from 
Sh^Tt led me tO eXpeCt- Ella is of more lesa the same sS as
Ethel but creates a totally different impression, much more bustling and aggressive 
faee'IV1-6- She.'d pr°bably fiercelV if told her so ITher
TM C Saeing Ethel a?ain was lovely but felt somewhat strange since the last time 

seen her was at Chicon III, which was my first worldcon. Ether hasn’t changed 
J"? S1T S\e didn,t haVe “y trouble -cognising me I assume I hhven^ 
Deon^ 61ther’ We milled around the Globe for several hours talking to
people we d just met, people we'd last seen at the airport a couple of days ago and 
lUrcatelorv 7 J®* England in the sPring were among the peoplf in the
headed S fo the hot^l? mnUteS the G1°be WaS scheduled to close and

Ihe next day which was Friday in case you've lost track, had been set aside for 
tive^and I w^ntJdT^ bring back S°me odd things for some odd fiends and rela
rin? 1 wanted * 1111111 dress for myself. We had our English breakfasts in the 
laree ^OmS a°d Were Very useful Since 1 was always hungry and
alreadv^ieri « 5 * tried aS many of the things on the menu that I hadn’t
already tried as I could get in. Then we started off.

.el^hveQt^^ady shoPPed along a large Stretch of Regent Street we headed for
Carnaby Street, as I had promised to get Dick Harter a horrible tie and had decided 
that my boss needed one too. I still had hopes at that point of finding a mini for 
myself.



Carnaby Street turned out to be a washout, the most interesting thing about it befnP 
large toy store at one end of it. We stopped in there so I could look for some 

ing outre in the stuffed animal line for a friend’s new baby and Bruce wound up 
interest‘Set CeCy* 1 See anVthin§ too portable that looked
interesting so I abandoned the search for a bit and we headed for Regent Street. As 

acr,oss a side streetto get there I stopped to look in a very expensive look
ing store window and promptly fell in love. The object which had attracted my atten
tion was a large floppy brimmed brown hat. I don't wear hats and have never had much 

t?em S° Why thlS hat attracted I'm not sure. However it did and I promptly 
decided that.a.hat was exactly what I needed, especially since it looked unlikely that 
- 1 fJne 3 min1' The St03?e looked way to° expensive for my budget so we turned up 
jxford.Street a few blocks later and started for Selfredges in the hopes of finding 
me a similar hat in my price range. We stopped to browse in a glass and china shop 
along the way (Im by way of being a glass nut) and I nearly bought an egg coddler for 
my mother. Luckily I managed to resist the temptation.

■ hen we got to Selfredges I made my usual search for minis and then started looking 
at hats. I found one nice one which was almost right but not quite and when I saw° 
the price tag (6/6/-) I decided that I might just as well go back to the other store 
and buy the hat I really liked. S.topped on the way out to look at horrid ties and 
bought one for my boss which was a sort of gold and beige with lavander and navy 
orchids on it. It seemed sufficiently horrible.
(And David liked it very much.) There wasn't
anything which looked as if it wanted to belong 
to Dick so I decided to wait on his horrid tie. 
Then back to the expensive looking store to 
look for my hat.

The store, which turned out to be Liberty of 
London, was one of the biggest surprises on 
the shopping expedition. The hat cost me 
exactly 2/19/-, less than half the price of 
the one at Selfredges. and it was just what 
I wanted. I took a look around the rest 
of the store while I was there and was quite 
impressed. The things they had were lovely 
and the prices quite good. Nothing was dirt 
cheap but the values for the prices were 
excellent. I wish I'd had more money.

Then back to the hotel to meet Elliot, Paul 
and Don for dinner. We went over to the 
Swiss Center and ate an excellent meal at 
one of their three restaurants and then 
Bruce, Elliot and I started off for a party 
at Ella Parker's while Paul and Don set off 
in search of other amusements.

The party at Ella's was small but excellent. 
Among the others present were Ted Tubb, Ken 
Bulmer, Daphne Sewell, Jean Huggoch, Arthur, 
Ethel, Jerry Webb and Ann (last name never 
caught by me), and a couple of others whom 
I can't recall at the moment. Ella had put . 
out a luscious spread and kept grumphing 
at us to eat something. We pointed out that 
we'd just eaten and should be allowed at 
least half an hour for dijestion. Ella ■
grumbled and agreed to allow us our half



boar. She. reminded us when it was up too. Elliot didn't need to be reminded though, 
t.c started. about five minutes before our period of grace had expired. Ella makes a 
most excellent cheese cake. The other stuff was good too but the cheese cake really 
stands out in my memory. Arthur was playing the bartender and kept refilling peoples 
glasses as fast as they were emptied and complaining when they weren't emptied fast 
clough.

Mostly we talked, and talked, and talked, !* ' "
wearing, slacks. Either Ted or Ken explained that while slacks were O.K. 
they tell.how good my “ 
like the thing to do.
parties where you get

My hat was admired and I was chided for
----- ----- ------ -, how could

legs were.if I didn't wear minis. I apologized. It seemed 
But I still think that slacks are more practical wear for 

_. . - s^t on the floor. The conversation veered over to science
fiction at.some point and stayed there for much of the evening. That was pretty

Evcn more SQ was the discussion Qf the nominees for the novel
. - - .. . - • We a very well read group. Dennis Dobson arrived

talking books and bookmaking 
the others about professionals

startling in itself. ]
category in the Hugo race. 1
part way through the evening and I spent an hour or so 
with.him to the accompaniment. of remarks from some of 
sitting off in corners talking shop. It was nice.

At some-point we noted that we’d missed the last train 
Arthur squeezed us, ~ ’
drive us all to where we had to go.
we walked, “ 
passers by.

. so when the party broke up
Ted Tubb and Ken Bulmer into his very small car and prepared to 

He dropped us a few blocks from our hotel and 
talked and even sang our way backattracting a few startled looks from

.he next morning we were up early, packed and checked out of the hotel to start on 
Ltverpool. At this point our group was down to three: Elliot, Bruce

* e.. Paul and Don had decided to go over to the continent early and were planning 
on driving to Heicon with Rose and Mary Ensley. We got to the railroad station in 
- (t!Ze °ne we’d Planned to catch) and discovered that there weren't

if no\evsn enough standing room. We wound up taking a train which 
d5.min^tes later.and which also had no seats left. We stood for about 

k ^riPu Elllot taklnS pictures and Bruce and I writing letters to friends
about what had.happened so far and finally the train started to empty out. We grabbed 

ceo scats/together settled doun fOT thlS «« °f trip, Elliot still taking 
fj"i talking notes on the trip into his cassette while Bruce and I abandoned 

... l S,rs in ijavor of him showing me how to read tarot cards.

We arrived m Liverpool and found Eddie, Norman and Ina Shorrock and John Roles wait- 
.ng to meet us. They, loaded our bags into the car and Ina drove off, leaving the 
_ot of Jis to go orf in search of a meal. We started off through Liverpool in the 
tumod°^i?,AndUSy/atlIl.gU14eS’ TCe shiver>inS and hanging onto my hat as it had 
C ™ S’ SeVeral bl°CkS We arrived at the restaurant and settled
Uu wn cq. .inspecting the menu.

V” t th ’ uhlCh Was Probably a mistake, but Eddie shared his pate with
XeXtJ survived till the mam dish arrived. The food was good but we did have to

We were eating a french fry came down
fro..; the balcony and landea splat on my wrist and bounced off to the seat. We called 
a wajier over and explained that we were being bombarded and as we were explaining 

-■•-bocxy in the balcony poured some oil down. Luckily this missed our table. The 
t wf r j Came baCk a feW minutes later with the manager who explained that the

..rouble had been , caused by some skinheads and that he'd made them leave. He apologized
!h fX Wiping bl?s of P°tat°e off my watch and then we went back to eatingg 

lba °la?a ’Pou^se w® had for des.-ert was lovely and I seriously considered having
two but decided that that would be much too greedy.

?,Wa^ed 0Ver tO thT fe3?7 that goes Scross tbe Mersey for the next leg of the trip 
got on one m only a few minutes. Once on the ferry the camera nuts (everyone but



me) pulled out their cameras and started snapping 
Shtick 86 °Ver the OtherS in that he had a pictures of each other. John RoJee 

movie camera. I hid behind Norm-j?

this point it had started drizzling and it was 
the ferry and got on a double decker bus. And it • 
near the Shorrocks house and sheltered in the bus ; 
nsUhutai? a -a ^ere wearing raincoats they started 

joined " — —
Lattehe ^athleS\and Slight"v damp Sd/Tit ^~S ^utes

» the house at that point so it was just as well that we XaS” ~
SiXother “.°f «*°

started arriving. And more reopS «T" P°Td ”ine for ^eryone. And people
spent a while talking with John^n!^ aE + bottlas<°f wine Mere opened. I
tion which had drifted onto the subject of TAFF S BrJOr<\ re3°JninS the main conversa- 
which was promptly annexed by Jennie Chandler fir the reit°of jh°“ev™lf 
John Ramsey Campbell are two I remember quite clearly s-ill Lt thaZ• ®' w S? T" 
cause I saw them at He iron n 4 .... '-xedriy Suill tut that is probably be-
Germany. The rest of the people I dorJ?nG w.as thare on his way from Singapore to 
to many of thenre keepered Z J • \reIKmbar °^arly any more. There were just
like tZ go bTck" -ttainlj

raining a bit harder when we got off 
was pouring when wo got off the bn-/ 
stop while deciding what to do. Since 
off to get umbrellas for the rest of 

joined the stampede at^hat^oi^t^ndZ^™^ after theni- Eva^one else
later, breathless and sHght^y damp And Is^t ? -inutes
in the house at that point so it wa^ just’as well ^brellas

fairaparrofdttbOttl- °f inCredib1^ lovelV P^t and poured 
rair part of the evening nursing that. “ ’ 
inrX/naACalledTyS a11 intO the Other rooni where she’d put out 
spread. An excellent gazpacho to start and then 
all sorts of goodies, including two great pates 
ana two marvelous and marvelously fatten
ing cakes. For the second or third 
time that day we happily made 
pigs of ourselves.
And then it was 
time for the 
Delta Group 
films:

- a glass and I spent a
I just couldn't bear to finish it. And a uh. 

redibly lusci.

To Be
Continued

4)1/^

le
us



Andy dislike® the catcher. Ed's sister ia engaged to the second baseman. 
The center fielder is taller- than -the right fielder. Harry and the third harman 
live in the same building. Paul and Allen each won $20 from the pitcher at pinochle. 
Ed.and the outfielders play poker during their free time. The pitcher's wife is the 
third baseman's sister. All the battery and infield, except Allen, Harry and Andy, 
are shorter than Sam. Paul, Andy, and the shortstop lost $50 each at the racetrack, 
Paul, Harry, Bill, and the catcher took a trouncing from the second baseman at pool. 
Sam is undergoing a divorce suit. The catcher and the third baseman each have two 
children. Ed, Paul, Jerry, and the right fielder and the center fielder are bachelors. 
The others are married. The shortstop, the third baseman and Bill each cleaned up. 
S100 betting on the fight. One of the outfielders is either Mike or Andy. Jerry is 
taller than Bill. Mike is shorter than Bill. Each of them is heavier than the 
third baseman. With these facts, determine the names of the men playing the various 
positions on the baseball team. . J *
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PH1LC0N by TONY LEWIS
You7VPhi!adPiSSTer’ bfOre '• le-+ f°r He’COn’ 1 90+ 3 Ca" frOrn +he Sheraton-Boston. 
i ^‘aQelPhia Pe°P,e ^re nav(ng their regional convention at the Sheraton there 
I was informed and given the dates, Sometime on the Heicon trip Larry Niven told me 
ne was to be Principal Speaker there. Well, late, late in October I received a ' 
flyer from The Phi Icon itself telling me when and where it was coming off. I

S .Slday. 3 N°vernber found Sue and me heading down to Phi I iy in our Saab through 
1 ram, just heavy enough to make it difficult to see out the windows what'with 
the. spray being kicked up by other vehicles. Another car of NESFAns, fearlessly 
piloted by Harry Stubbs and containing Paul Galvin, Dick Harter, Greo Moore, Drew 
Whyte and charlotte Boynton was also en route. As a surprise Ed Galvin flew down 
also, no one had expected him. Other NESFA members of all classes who made it there 
included: Den Bova, Roy and Judy Krupp, Marilyn Niven, Dena Benatan, Judy-Lynn 
Benjamin, Marsha Brown, Stew Brownstein, Brian and Sherna Burley, Ginny Carew, Lester 

. _ , Sandy Parker, Barbara Schlager,
Lisa Tuttle, and Ed and Jo Ann Wood. I may have missed a few there 

I don't know exactly how many people where there since I 
anyone there on the committee who seemed to know this but I would 
it ran about 250-350.

Den Bova, Roy and Judy Krupp, Marilyn Niven, Dena Benatan
- - "'-.J.- 2, Stew Brownstein, Di ion anu

del Rey, Joyce Fisher, Devra Langsam, Cory Panshin, 
Elliot Shorter ‘ ’ 
and, if so, forgive me. 
couldn't find 
estimate that 
moot point. What percentage actually registered is also a

occurred to some that
Here i s

it might have
above list - Isaac Asimov. .
its absolute accuracy until I check 
i trust and it seems quite reasonable, 
Plii I ly that Friday but, I ’ 
did not know when the convention was, 
that weekend. ‘ 
looking forward to talking with him. 
send him a flyer.

a name is conspicuous by its absence from tne 
the story which was told me; I cannot vouch for 
it out with Isaac but it was told me my a person 

Here it is for what it is worth: Isaac was in 
having not received any notice of when the convention was, 
.. —>, and so he had made prior commitments in NY for

this was annoying as I had hot seen Isaac for several months and was 
I hope next year's committee can remember to

After arriving in Phi fly and finding the hotel, I walked in and was met by Andy 
Porter yelling: get out of town Boston hippies. I considering asking him to carry 
my bags but decided against it as 1 would be unable totlp him having nothing smaller 
than a penny. I checked in with no troubles (amazing), told Andy I would return later. 
Sue and I then drove out to my mother's apartment in tower Merion for a steak dinner 
and showed her our Heicon trip slides.

After returning to the hotel, we found a party (perhaps the only one) somewhere In the 
upeer reaches of the hotel. Everyone seemed to be there and we stayed for a while 
talking about the usual fannlsh things. However, fatigue was setting in and we 
retired to bed.

The nexi morning found us waking up Stew and Amy Brownstein and walking over to 
Harvey East for breakfast - eggs benedict. The hotel restaurant was open but the 
food looked singularly unappetizing and service seemed slow and Harvey’s is one of 
our standard stops at a Phi icon so off we wnt. Sue and Amy and Dena (who had been 
acquired upon returning to the hotel) went off to my mother's boutique to buy thingies 
I set up at the hucksters' room with Frank Prieto, Elliot Shorter, et al. to seI I ~ 
NOREASCON Memberships ($6 attending, $4 supporting- Noreascon/Box 547/Cambridge MA 
02139) and B0SK0NE 8 Memberships ($3 in advance, $4 at door: NESFA/Box G/MIT Branch/ 
Cambridge MA 02139), old Boskone program books, George Barr posters, and watch the



.ans. We decided not to sei I indexes since we are almost out of the supplements and 
most of our orders are coming from libraries at present - the East Coast is saturated 
ihAt o1 i’O&! +hS afternoon +here> being spelled at times when I wandered off to '
chat or look in on The program. The program was the usual tyne of thinos that day 
Alexei was understandably annoyed at being told he was on the program after he Y'
arrived at the con (they also spelt his name wrong on the program' and that is 
appear Sunday?^ r,9h+fuHy ann°Vs anyone). He left Saturday night and never did '

Christ?®.90’09 tO ^pper’ we were fnvited to a sma 11? pre-prandial being given by 
Chris Steinbrunner and/or centaur Press. It was fun but we had to leave toeat I 
City ^hi aJekhia ifrithe+SC+hCi? P‘j+ mHdly> °f 9°od ^^urants In Center 

y, Philadelphia is due to the fact that most of the potential clientele lives in 
the exurbs (where there are now good restaurants' but that these are at least an hour 
away. Consequenlty these people don't get Into town at nloht verTofton and the

The con party was starting with a pay bar. Al I drinks were lit mixed beer or

's-^^aara>-

number of people I won't'X^to he^toee SppeX^I^.™0” TOnV9rSin9 B,th a

Care“ ™ 
discussion but after two'hours we hid + 3r°up was overly large for good 
ideas which we hope will prove Quite interestin' nodJ fJ ca+'ons of our original
nighT that Mike and Sue Glicksnhn r- r WaS ei 'Per ^bat night or Friday
gotten: about Energumen, Canadian fand^ worldionsTJl^d too ***

to ■=lsa^o2+nthe0ba^enrform7nothe?!n;TtenCback+|o’?1,efJote|L+"8h ^L0" 
?:i£Th^rdTa“Ord8' :+C- ThiS "« °° ?her^trTntor!n'; 

Immeasureably sine ethe f IrsAireVt^’t ^?rry's Pla+fo™ techniques have improved

"* headed hnM- and• ™
raisino ratZ?n?r +r°Ubfe W’tb +he ho+el “ no p0,ice do3S, no attempts at -
„-,+ : +j + a chec*~*n, no Canadian femmefans machine-gunned in the hal ls bv >ra+o to »? AL?sfn° r°+ T9 ba+hr°°"s- 1+ a Sheraton an/the cha?n to v°™ anxtouf 
on the ™s nav to?t’°n8 are a°°d pSOP'B- causa "«•'* trouble" don^ barf
n[„A +r. ’ p.y , o+f money a+ ’bhe bars, and In general behave ourselves Isn’t it



i



32 Mundane Con by Lois Harter
As 

lines 
peopl

,I(-e2A3red t?e Statler Hilton, I was Immediately confronted by Iona 
e Jd thltPother« tnB to resister. It was Important that one know 
e, .ana that others knew that one knew people.

peopleSe The "in" doWn were generally "nobodies" or older .
Si??1!* , p ople were ’the ones who stood up and talked rener '
?n^b“aL5t:UPSthit ?a?: °r K1?- ThlS leaves the Ktoup of’l^by ’ 
"in" L L ” ?h ? large nebulous group which tried to’appear to be^ 
m so obey stood up and looked around. If they did talk it wl n,n.

animated, somewhat overdone. It was interesting™*? L Li 3 SUlte. 
conversed they seldom directlv fared * they as the^ •
they could watch everything elsf simult?LbuLWf?e at anSpes so 
seemed to be finding someone with vhLLneously. At times the purpose 
the present one was concluded. ’ ' ° continue a conversation after

elevator.S Both^oweve^wereLore than°1ust ®°lng by ®scalato1, or 
J5L^^  ̂-paeia!| ZX Lr ĵnL

■ L™ ^xSin:°Ld find th: rople be kn- 
Annt^‘7 1 , S tbe image of knowing what 
^°bbeLtLCk connected with the escalator 

■ " f2.-!Sat_°ne c°hld_ catch both those coming

a?dC?nd?d b?e 10bby' there
and go immediately to them thus maint 
he was doing at all times. A.. “ 
was to stand close to its foot < 
down and those going up. Thi<? i-n-inv ----- uvun unose commen who had so many people L seek generally limited to the top

SPeaketocemchroAeS wHfe3??nh The — — —
did the nobodies.’ it wasyusuailv tXXT8tly °°“?^vatively. 
schools who were trying to get small“to middle
especially if at some ’ °
impression again that

The top men did not
Nor

_ in" who did 
atop they saw someone 
the top people had no

.■

. , -----  sized
the friendly talking, 
whom they knew. I got the 
need to prove anything, 

the bottom people had 
nothing to prove, and the 
middle group who were not 
quite established were 
constantly attempting to 
prove and assert them._ 
selves. It should be" 
noted that the elevator 
analysis was not as valid 
at night after the effects 
of the cocktail parties 
which started in the late 
afternoon began to mani
fest .themselves in the 
participants.

The remaining section 
of importance is the Penn 
oar. This was where much 
of the action took place - 
Let’s go down to the bar 

and talk it over." It was



find someone who

IF W
7b ASK, V<”> 
iQOUbON T 

I VlWSlM

semi-
yet o 
the public

ideal, being 
private, and 
was' still in _ 
eye. Friends; usually 
colleagues from the same . 
schools, gathered there and 
united themselves with social 
drinking. Others who frequented 
the bar.were those individuals seeking 
jobs who did not have the slightest idea 
what they were doing. Perhaps they would 
least consolation from those in a similar predicament. . __  ___
the lost souls who did not know whatt el se to do and hoped they would 
find some action there. This resulted in a. long row of men perched on 
bar stools who were attempting to look so happy and jovial while con
stantly looking around for something else. ■

did or at 
There were also

The few women there could be divided into the middle aged and. older 
matrons and the young women. This latter category could be subdivided 
.into those who were there primarily to learn and those who were there 
primarily for the socializing. They thrived well on all the attention.

The Xoung Turks were an interesting group. From attending their 
meeting and talking with one of them I concluded that a schism was 
resulting because the young people wanted a reversal back to the 
original purpose of the SAA convention as a learning oppurtunity. 
Almost everyone I talked with said, in effect, that the program was a 
.waste of time and was peripheral to the whole scene. The difference 
was that the young people wanted to try and change that. They viewed 
SAA as an organization which gives the heirarchy prestigous offices.
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Few are really interested in learning as evidenced by the tendency to 
listen to a paper.Just because a colleague is giving it. He knows 
what the speaker is going to say, goes to give him .support, and leaves 

, Tt was somewhat disheartening to attend the
Young Turks meeting and witness the same group struggles and hassline 
Which Will probably destroy their potential effectiveness. S

Wandering in and out of the meetins and programs, the ton men always 

the' 
Pletely bore ev^ne'else?" Th^ZFtEe^ilt^ ^.P°,er t0 C0“- 

ask questions relit ing^o ms^hen^alkto^to

p ople, as contrasted to the nobodies, were trying to get "in".

Usually 1?*™= ^JSh°2?h? c°?venti| delegate

middle man 
a nobody.

btS4“fi0U1ht0 01early’i'eHKe“;;.rarbeIngh: a
These people from ™ndlS'“ e0UJd tl7 80 hard he became 
mese people from small unimportant places attended the con

vention but had no impact on it. 
Often.they were found in very non- 
prestigious groups but every group 
had its share of them. They were 
the ones for whom most of the program 
Yas d^^ned. ■ Many seemed somewhat 
lost or lonely.

lhe nobodies wore white shirts 
almost exclusively. The middle men 
wore colored shirts or white shirts 
with wild ties. And the top men wore 
white or colored, often depending on 
age. They had the freedom to wear 
what they wanted to weai. ’



1 have not really dealt with the different special interest groups 
which were represented. There was a great deal of Jargon within each 
group and extensive specialization. Each varied as to the degree of 
scientific validity in their area. One had only to compare a BS paper 

a, paper to , see this. They also differed in the type^ of people 
which they drew - hip or unhip, top men or nobodies, young or old.

My overwhelming,impression of the total convention was the- tremendous 
°* communication, whether it be in the social chatter of the cock

tail parties,or in the business meetings where there was . seldom a 
direct reaction to a proposal but only a verbal maneuver to get around 
to ones own ideas. There was one time when this was not so. It was at 
a program by the Theatre and Drama group with three off Broadway play
wrights. Paul Foster, Rochelle Owens, and Charles Gordone were so real 
and alive that I was astounded. When Gordone went into the audience and 
bugged this lady because he felt like it after what she said, I cried. 
They were just so out of place at the convention.

Editors note: Miss Harter attends the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison Wisconsin. The account above of am academic convention was 
published in Spectra, a publication of the University of Wisconsin, 
miss Harter attended the Boskone in 1969- She has not seen fit, 
however, to relay to me any written comments she may have on Science 
Fiction Conventions.

WORD GAMES DEPARTMENT by R. H.

One of the most tantalizing and formidable word game puzzles that I have ever 
seen has popped up in NESFA. Apparently it has been circulating around MIT for a 
number of years but it has only recently been introduced to NESFA via Wendell Ing 
who deserves the credit for it (if credit is the right term). Briefly it is to find 
five words, each with five letters, using twentyfive letters of the alphabet. To the 
best of anyones knowledge no one has ever done it. However that isn't to say that it 
can't be done.

Since there are £ive vowels (plus y and w) we have to average one vowel per word. 
Actually there are quite a few words such as glyph, nymph, and crypt which use y. 
There are words, mostly welsh, in origin which contain only w as a vowel. The only 
one I know of is crwth, but no doubt there are more. (Which answers a question by 
Doug Hoylman in the letter column. ) The closest I have come or seen anyone come is

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

FJORD 
WALTZ 
NYMPH 
VICKS 
EXBUG

The first three are all legit words without any dubiousness in their standing. 
Vicks is a brand name. However I wouldn’t throw it out unless somebody came along 
with a solution which was cleaner all the way through. Exbug just doesn't happen 

‘ to be a word. It could be a word but it isn't. One can, by straining the imagination, 
concoct an instance in which exbug would be a meaningful word. But it ain't. If any 

-one can find a solution (or even suggest a bunch of good words) we will be happy to 
’hear of it and publish it. - R.H.
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The Art of

Coke Stacking

Sue Lewi s

A'Lon^ with the pastimes of cork soaking and sack tucking, coke stacking is acknowledged as next best to the Real '-icCoy. This ancient and time honored art has produced some truly remarkable feats of balance.For the beginner, the 2— and 3 stacks are advised. Once these are mastered, the 4-, 5-, 6-, and 7-stacks may he attempted. It is advised that stacking NOT be practiced barefoot on a cement floor. While attempting a particularly ambitious stack, Ed Galvin lost control and managed to break a bottle into an alarming number of pieces. As the rest of the experimenters kept the cats out of the area and spotted stray pieces I ran for the dustpan and cleaned up as fast as possible. Somehow it spoiled the spirit of the experimentation, though.The investigation team for this effort included: myself, Dave Anderson, Ed GalvinDon Eastlake and a number of others both as helpers and wisecracking kibitzers. ’ Tne results follow: l'he simple 2-stack utilizes both the characteristic reppies and the bulges of the regulation id oz. Coke bottle. 12 oz. bottles may also be used but the bottle proportions and weighting are different. The longer nommt arm and greater weight make tne 12 oz. bottles harder to balance. The diagrams in this article are exaggerated md not to scale. Coke stacking requires- a kinesthetic understanding possible only witn practice and not transferable f-rough even the most exact diagrams. Besides " due to the manufacturing process. Individ u .1 bottles vary just enough to make such exactitude meaningless -The line of research herein persued is of the structures that may be found by starting with a single bottle. Obviously,, there are other families of stacks which start with three bottles standing of two or more lying. I would like to call all other forms of Coke bottle construction "piling" but the International Committee on the Nomenclature of Coke Bottle Structures has not yet decided to adopt my motion to this effect. ’



The. first group of the group. Each n+1 stack of the balance point. 'single st?: ‘■r'nottle' family may be called the on the n stack with only slightbeen achieved in this group simple adjustment

ihere is a simple variant on the simple group w,,ose mem.ers are audit on a base of three vertical bottles these stacks are more unstable, partly because of tneir height and partly because the irregularities in tnan those in tne sides of the bottles. The figure to greatest stack so rar accomplished. ips and bases are gr left below shows the

not at all stable until after they have bee two people (or four hands). bach of these side, to indicate the balance points for al
A number of stacks Including transverse hotties have also been built but there are too few of them to form any groups as yet. They are rather difficult to construct as they ate built. Some of these stacks require L.cks is snow Ln two views, front and of the bottles. ■



these stacks can be assigned in three preliminary groups. Figures 1 & the 2nd and 1st members of a group which differs'from the simple group the highest horizontal bottle is transverse. Figure three is. so far*, itself. Figures 4, 5 and 6 are the first inree members of a new group call the 1st non-trivial transverse group.
2 could be only in chat in a group by which we may

For researches into the three bottle base family the -reader is referred to Hr.Donald Eastlake who pursued the line of investigation if he writes it up). The tnree bottle oase family lends itself to mor..- grandiose structures as it'is much more stable.
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Sandra Miesel
4-J65 Declaration Dr.

'1° ■,' n TAT IlCZCIndianapolis, IN 46227
September 22, 1969
So PB 5 is blessed with not one but two

fine examples of that minor art form, the 
humorous con report. The desire to read part II 

of Cory’s epic prompts me to write a loc despite my 
habitual inertia.

Your reprint on Mr. Seitz’ do-it-yourself project certainly 
gave my mother a chill. She’d missed the newspaper accounts.

Another cheery thought; I read somewhere that the AEG had mislaid about 
eight pounds of fissionables. Could someone be working on their very own 
little bomb?

Susan Lewis among the flower petals takes me back to my senior year in 
college. After finishing our comprehensive exams, a troop of glassy-eyed 
chemistry majors denuded the campus of dandelion heads, dumped them on a 
professor’s desk and insisted she make us some dandelion wine. But with 
the school’s strict rules on student drinking, she wouldn’t let us taste 
any until graduation day. Then she served it in her private lab — in 20 
milliliter beakers. If anyone would like to duplicate the feat, here’s 
the recipe.

SISTER EKERAN’S DANDELION WINE
5 quarts dandelion heads
pour 4 quarts of boiling water over them and let stand 5 hours 
add 5 pounds sugar and 5 lemons sliced very thin
boil 5 hours
let stand 5-4- days
strain .
bottle, but do not cap tightly until it is finished working

it’s rather pleasant stuff, rather like alchoholic lemonade.
Another suggestion for Georgette Heyer fans: Elizabeth Goudge. She’s 

more serious and sentimental than Heyer, but has great charm. There’s 
often a fantasy element in her work. Recommended Victorian period novels: 
LHE DEAN’S WATCH, CITY OF THE BELLS, and THE LITTLE WHITE HORSE.

For sundry reasons related to the incredibly disorganized state of my 
desk this did not get run last ish - Sorry about that. I was reading 
recently that selling equipment with which to make wine is getting to be 
big business. Apparently quite a few people are bottling their own, complete’ 
with label and year of vintage. Most people buy their grapes commercially^ 



but some actually establish their own little vinyard. Imagine yourself 
uncorking a fine Miesel ’70. Nominally you are required to get a license 
from somebody. In practice there doesn’t seem to be any real necessity 
unless you are making wine for sale. Who knows - the days of bathtub gin 
may return; this time as a burst of do-it-yourself enthusiasm. Hmm. I 
wonder if The Whole Earth Catalog lists wine making equipment.

Marsha Brown has been touting a number of second rate historical 
novelists to me. In the case of Barbara Cartland make that fifth-rate. 
Apparently Marsha is addicted to these as a totally mindless way of pass
ing time while she is traveling. I have tried'two of her choices so far: 
Jane Aiken Hodge and Barbara Cartland. Both write regency period romances 
Jane Aiken Lodge is quite good if you don’t compare her to Georgette 
Heyer. Barbara Cartland writes in the Planet Stories school of "writing. 
1. e. her greatest charm is her literary ineptitude.

An authoress who should appeal to almost anyone who enjoys Georgette 
Heyer or Agatha Christie is Emma Lathen (Actually a team, according to 
Publishers Weekly.) Emma Lathen writes mysteries. Her detective is the 
senior vice president of the third largest bank on Wall Street. She has 
a very sharp satirical observations on the current day -oolitical and 
social scene and a marvelous sense of humor. I will probably be doing 
a full spread on her in some future issue of PB.

Leon, Taylor
Box 89 .
Seymour, IN 4-7274
August 2, 1970

Well I would have set this up on the old 
typewriter except for the minor fact that my 
typing nose is broken. And anyway, any 
computer that can play chess can surely 
decipher bad handwriting.

I’m sorry that I missed that issue with 
your chess article. I’m quite a chess buff 
and have boards strategically placed all about 
the house for unwary visitors - "Tell me, Mr. 
Snozzlebuss, do you play chess?” "Well, I 
dabble in it every now and-" "Why, sit right 
down, sit. right down," (exclaims the funny 
looking boy with..a manic gleam in his eye;) 

And strap yourself in, We’re going to play 
a game." Alas, I have not plqyed many games 
of (mainly because I don’t ;get so many 
visitors - now I wonder .why?) and my style 
has withered away... Sigh. What we need are 
more chess fans. There was a fellow advert
ising in all the Indyzines that he..-was the 
worlds greatest mail chess player, but I don’t 
know whatever became of him. He was with the 
St. Louis group. Figures...

f’know, PB 5 is surely a collectors item; that’s the las’t Gaughan 
cover I’ve seen on a fanzine. You should be very proud... hey, will the 
Family Handiman tyrants ever let up on him enough to let' him come back 
to our fold? I dearly miss his zany articles and wonderful, wonderful 
illos. Just think - this stuff he’s turning out for IF and GALAXY are



mere sketches for him. Can you imagine what he’d create if he sat down with 
the firm ^resolution of producing a great work of art?

You’re;, lucky I printed your letter. Last issue I made a firm resolution 
never again to run any letters which were not typed. As it happens, however 
you are one of the three people in the United States whose printing is easy 
to read. As a general rule hand written letters are not worth the effort 
unless they are exceedingly interesting. Has anyone done an investigation 
into why American handwriting is so bad? It probably has to do with the 
devopment'of the typewriter. (Once you have typewriters you do not.‘need to 
teach clerks to write clearly.) Since the rise of the typewriter coincided 
with the switch from predominantly male clerical help to' predominantly female 
help it is clear that bad handwriting in the United States today is due to 
Hale Chauvinism. ■ . ■ .

Are you sure tnat PB 5 has the last Gaughan cover. I don’t remember 
having seen any since then but I have seen full page work by him in other - 
zines. Oh well, we have extras for all.you hot eyed collectors.
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“eTMleSeh’70- you are squired to’ Set a license

from somebody. In.practice there doesn’t seem to be any real necessity 
unless you are making wine for sale. Who knows - the days of bathtub gin 
may return; this time as a burst of do-it-yourself enthusiasm. Hmm. T * 
wonder if The Whole Earth Catalog lists wine making equipment. '* 
nnJ??fS!?a ®rown ha? be,en touting a number of second rate historical 
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Apparently marsha is addicted to these as a totally mindless way of pass
ing time while she is traveling, I have tried'two of her choices so 
Jane Aiken Hodge and Barbara Cartland. Both write regency oerild 
Jane Aiken Lodge is quite good if you don’t compare he? to G?o?gette 
Te7pr\.®a^barf Cartland writes in the Planet Stories school of writing 
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authoress who should appeal to almost anyone who enjoys Georgette 
Heyer or Agatha Christie is Emma Lathen (Actually a team according tn 

lVeekl7p EmJa Lathen writes mysteries. Her detective is the 
senior vice president of the third largest bank on Wall Street. She has 
a very sharp satirical observations on the current day political and 

scene a marvelous sense of humor. I will probably be doing 
a full spread on her in some future issue of PB.

Leon Taylor
Box 89 -
Seymour, IN 47274
August 2, 1970

Well I would have set this up on the old 
' typewriter except for the minor fact that my 

typing nose is broken. And anyway, any 
computer that can play chess can surely 
decipher bad handwriting.

I’m sorry that I missed that issue with 
your chess article. I’m quite a chess buff 
and have boards strategically placed all about 
the house for unwary visitors - "Tell me, Mr. 
Snozzlebuss, do you play chess?" "Well, I 
dabble in it every now and-” "Why, sit right 
down, sit. right down," (exclaims the funny 
looking boy, with...a manic gleam in his eye;) 
"And strap yourself in, We’re going to play 
a game." Alas, I have not plqyed many games 
of late (mainly because I don’t .get so many 
visitors - now I wonder .why?) and my style 
has withered away. .. Sigh. What "we need are 
more chess fans. There was a fellow advert
ising in all the Indyz.ines that he. .'was the 
worlds greatest mail chess player, but I don’t 
know whatever became of him. He was with the 
St. Louis group. Figures...

t T’know, PB 5 is surely a collectors item; that’s the las’t Gaughan 
cover I’ve seen on a fanzine. You should be very proud.hey, will the 
Family Handiman tyrants ever let up on him enough to let - him come back 
to our fold? I dearly miss his zany articles and wonderful, wonderful 
illos. Just think - this stuff he’s turning out for IF and GALAXY are



mere sketches for him. Can you imagine what he’d create 
the firm ^resolution of producing a great work of art? if he sat down with'

made a firm resolution 
As it happens, however 

written letters are not^worth^he^effor?87 

done an investigation 
It probably has to do with the 

(Once you have typewriters you do not.‘need to 
Since the rise of the typewriter coincided

You’re; lucky j printed your letter. Last issue I 
never again to run any letters which were not typed, 
you are one of the three people in the United States to read. .__
unless they are exceedingly interesting. Has anyone 
into why American handwriting is so bad'? ~ 
devopment."of the typewriter. 
teach clerks to write clearly.5 1 SS :W1?°h Lb™ P-domiUtly^ie emale

Nile Chaivilismf handwriting in the United States today is due to ’.g in the United States today is due to

havf™ o2~r,SUre 5 has the last Gaughan cover. I don’t remember
Y'ZY ™ g? slnce ‘tr* but 1 have s9en full work by him in other 
zines. Oh well, we have extras fop all.you hot eyed collectors?
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Doug HoyIman
165 Hopkins Ave., Apt 5 
Jersey City NJ 07506
25 August 1970 .

turned.'JP here. (I suppose Ed’s APA 2 will be alone 
fegaPs service will improve when the Post Office becomes 

ation, out I wouldn’t count on it.
event- 

a corpor-

pafrinationebn+^heSp^etTi'lk ?£ something witty to say about the inverted
Jewishg°which isn’t very good? '"ithwos P™ny’ ^on-t look

My guess’about that classified ad' is that the-young man gets a charge out 
?-rioisSothZrn-i-b?nnee-t-Ha^hS’ havi*?g rectal thermometers inserted, and the 
various other things that nurses do to. patients. After all, student nurses 

Practice on. (World’s greatest straight line: "What 
should I do with this rectal thermometer?”)

?ee ??iz’ Justified margins on my article. That’s almost enough to make 
, when0?pv?!-iSmJk1S ?ffiltted from note 4. Incidentally, I dropped one footnote 

when revising the piece: when it was mentioned that Moriarty had won a
, mathematical chair at a University, I was proing to remark that I had done

. an teat; I once yon a set of mathematical tables. But I decided 
■chat this was not in keeping with the scholarly tone of the article.
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of Oddy’s last name than of

Alpajpuri must have meant GHTSW Clio-ht- 
switch?), unless he too is switching to 
with^RT^th t5ei'^aPen’t English worda 

them? The word with seven letters, 
RHYTffSq1 b»vS’ ?nd.°ne Vowel» ^7 the way, is 
RHYTHMS.. Vowel is used in the orthographic, 
not the phonetic, sense of course, but then 
your game uses ’’consonant” in the’same way? 

thatS°£°01 
™5ea W hd'Y? 1,And did Oache; e?erSg“e 
body give intone?011 1S & V0Wel? Can

I stared in bewilderment at pa^e 19 for 
f®Jeff\5econds before I realized I was look
ing at the answers to the crostic. (I wasn’t 

a?akS at the So now I’ll have
to wait a few weeks and see if the memory 
nk!%nefOPe4.f tpy to do ii:- Personally? I’d 
tions ?nS?S hS answers the trivia ques
tions m the same issue, and the crostic 
thit T°Sin ?he issue* The reason is • 
encount^ th%trivia Qtiiz as soon as I
wh??? b readlnf5 through the issue, 
bile I 11 postpone the crostic until after 

mo^e likel?ttn1l‘-the ^rough. Also, I am 
likely to lie awake nights trvine- tn th-int the name of a Russian-born expressionist “k

It’s really very simple, Doug. The reason T dnn»t .
is because Jim Saklad doesn’t p-iw mo 1 d n I.run the brivia answersthe questions - and I can ne^e? Zet h a??SVTS 1 have Published
the answers to the crostic i? th a? * The reas°b I publish
myself and need to sneak a look at the a^w thab lot5 °f other Pe°Ple are like

Ask Harry.why your article had justified margins. 
Believe me, I was quite impressed. Most people don’t 
uhich you can justify margins. But it does look much 
‘ As far as I know w is never used alone as a vowel, 
combination m many words such as, for example, vowel

Better yet, thank him. 
have a typewriter on 
nicer.

However it is used in

Hike Glicksohn
267 St. George St., No. 807 ‘
Toronto 180, Ontario • *
September 15, 1970 :

- , c id repro on the interior art is generally excellent and I found this



iru»\?ne c°uld reJd comfortably and enjoy at a single sitting. Your
idea of numbering backwords is new to me and could well be used to better • 
advantage in fanzines other than PB. It would be a godsend in Super Crudzine

1 in one foriD or another seems to turn up in my mailbox every week
Since I became a faned myself) where one would simply need to glance up at the 
to^ade through t0 SeS exactly how many more Pa^es °f tripe one was duty bound 

Your mysterious ad is new to me too 
but from the context one might assume 
that it refers to necrophilia or at 
least to some form of sexual act per
formed on an absolutely motionless body. 
Of course, how the fellow plans on 
remaining motionless is beyond me...

Unlike Sue, I thoroughly enjoyed UBIK 
and this is probably the-only Dick book 
I can make that statement of. Admittedly 
it’s confusing and there is no resolution 
given but-I think Sue is adopting the 
wrong approach when she tries to build 
a logical society out of the book. This 
is one time when Dick’s preoccupation 
with appearance and reality really struck 
home to me and I recommend that the book » 
be read without really trying to resolve 
the various paradoxes and inconsisten
cies as you go along. Considered as a 
whole and in light of the concluding 
paragraphs the book suddenly comes into
focus. It possesses only an internal logic ana attempts to impose a stan
dardized external logic will only ruin your appreciation of the novel.

Jim Ashe’s "reviews” are mere plot summaries,, that’s all.
Filler is filler and it can’t appeal to everyone I guess. I was bored 

by the crostic, further bored by the computer "humor", only mildly intrigued 
by the trivia quiz and fell out of my chair in near hysterics at the ICBM 
defense suggestion. It all depends on what presses your buttons.

Doug HoyIman’s article may well serve 
as the definitive explanation of that 
patently absurd phenomenon known as fandom* 
What more need one do to explain thia vague 
and mysterious force to some enquiring out
sider than to show to them a four page 
article written by someone who obviously 
has a fairly extensive background in higher 
mathematics and devoted to an in-depth 
analysis, of the meaning, of one minor 
comment in a popular novel of some seventy 
odd years ago? And, of course, the whole 
point is that the article is entirely 
charming, although I’d venture to say that 
not one reader in ten will be able to prove 
or disprove•any of Doug’s assentations.

■ 1 Cory’s Baycbn retort is awesome in its 
detail (although why the party we ran in 
the Canadian suite the entire con wasn’t 
mentioned I can’t imagine) but I really 
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can’t, get too excited about things: that happened over two years ago. This 
issue sort of lacks relevance and I’m hoping that you’ll publish again soon 
enough to establish some continuity. All in all, PB is an attractive 
fanzine that has a tendency towards bittyness (what the hell kind of word is 
iat.) and lightness but is still enjoyable and worth reading. So I’m look

ing forward to no. 7.

I regret to say that most of the things that 
were good in PB6 I cannot really take credit for 
while most of the defects were my responsibility, 
ior example the- cleanness of the printing and the 
repro are mostly due to Tony Lewis who ran the 
issue off on his A.B. Dick. Tony has a great 
heal of experience with his machine (he runs off 
instant message biweekly, you know.) This issue 
is being run off on the NESFA G-466 by me. Since 
I have very little experience with duplicating 
equipment I will take a good deal of credit if the 

" ever° °Ut to.be £°od- (Not too .much, how-’* 
■ equIpLnh)3 d° SUperlor worfc on superior

The credit for the covers belongs to Bob 
Wiener. They were done in a hand silk screen 
done658; If011’* really ’“derstaua how U Is 
done. I gather it involves a stencil, a silk 
screen, ink of several colors, a hand propelled ' 
squeegee, and other arcana. I believe '

are created b-7 photo offset but I 
/n-,a?y tbe results can be 
Credit should also go to Bob for 

was alX>°J ecliPse in’the contents 
was also done by silk screen.

The principal defect in PB 6 is the 
layout and the selection of mateJLl 
of course the principal items I had 
The trouble with the layout iD th 

together. Between pages 49 and ^^^short items and they 
odds and ends, all in a row. AffL ? tbl^ 13 ?hort* y--^n p 
block of odds and ends. Hence the bittvnesQ^h  ̂iCle bbere follows 
I would have done better to cut a remarked on.
m later issues. * the short items and run

I believe the sten- ■ 
’ am not , 

can be quite strik- 
~ ' the the

page which

general 
These are, 

a hand in. 
is that that there
" / are all jumbled 
Fourteen pages of 

another 
Actually 
them

issue
I could
I had 
Sigh. i

needed another good7?ivePpareeartloleeltHo<hen J??1 now that the 
have written a lone: editorial St ? «’, 2V<P 1 dlan’* have one. 
an eighteen page item? a Sve * s it was
have taken steps to avoid settlor caurht 12 tit■°£ shoV atuff- 
outlines for half a doten articles

fandom.keiyw221de221yP2ddnttetD2Ufm K-sob “ *2® dcfinitivr- explanation of - 
article on one minor comment etc^is^e??^?^ Wh° thiJ?ks that'a”fbur page01 
incidentally, claims that you err Hp\'ivo ly reasonable. Tony Lewis, *
not fiction at all. * He s ys tbat the famous Watson meoirs are " 



u rc.y w r ■■ i , Jr. 
42J Summit Avenue, 

’Hagerstown, Maryland, 21740. 
^September 28, 1970.

There’s a great deal to be said 
Tor the timing of Cory’s Baycon 
report finale. There has been just 
enough lapse of time for people to 
forget somewhat the accounts that 
described similar events, but not 
enough years have passed for most 
of your readers to be unaware that 
there was such a thing as the 
Baycon. Of course, there’s also 
the satisfaction a person can get 
from learning new things about an 
event which he’d assumed a year 
earlier had been described in com
plete detail elsewhere. I don’t 
remember anyone telling about the 
fan who went to the Baycon to give 
away kittens, for instance, or how 
long it took Cory to get rid of the 
blue after the costume judging. I 
hope that you make better time with 
publishing her St. Louiscon report, 
however. If you don’t I might have
the fan history of the 1950’s
written and published and the manuscript almost completed on the volume deal
ing with the 1960’s and there I’ll sit, waiting for the issue of Proper 
Eoskonian that will complete the report on the St, Louiscon without which 
I won’t feel.it is safe to go to press, lest I miss some vital little point.

Doug HoyIman’s article left me more comoletely'ignorant—feeling than 
anything I’ve read in a fanzine since Norm Stanley used to devote half of 
his PAPA publication to math.

I’m not sure that I see the parallel that John Whittlesey tries to eite 
between computers and LSD. Surely neither is a radically new discipline: 
the hallucinations^of LSD may differ somewhat from those created by other 
drugs, but not sufficiently to explain away mankind’s desire for those other 
drugs long before the computer appeared. The computer itself is hardly a 
greater advance over older types of calculating machines than the bookkeeping 
machines three and four decades ago were over the abacus.

It’s good to see Jim Ashe returning to fanzines. His reviews are quite 
good, as far as I can judge from my state of unreadness in connection with 
the books he writes about.

‘Oromocto deals mostly.with locales and people totally unknown to me. I 
found it excellent reading, despite the uncomfortable feeling that such 
subject matter always creates, the suspicion that there are infinite numbers 
ci lan groups whose existence is unknown to general fandom and the next time 
we turn around there will be a three,thousand attendance at a worldcon and 
six fanzines arriving daily and expecting Iocs.
, I assume that the.Pat O’Neil anecdote in your editorial is authentic.

a11 .the hermit legend I’ve built for myself, and a genuine conviction 
mat the majority of people aren’t much good, I am impressed by the amount of

feel.it


of near panic I feel every time that I run into one of these apparent dis
appearances of all humanity. The last time it happened was just last week 
when I was driving from here to Frederick, Md. , over what was the main 
thoroughfare until Interstate 70 was completed through western Maryland' It ’ 

ti5%I’d^ade the trip on this road in Perhaps two years,’and
I wasn t prepared for the near-complete shift of traffic to the dual high
way. I passed perhaps five or six cars in sixteen miles or so from the° 
ringe of Hagerstown s eastern suburbs to the western edge of Frederick and 

’ app:ar 

™edesparatelyI"astdogsnneed coSpanlons?0” CaUSeS tetens tO "#e4 other humans

. The artwork is fine throughout. Some of it is disturb!mW a**,
sional, because unknown forces somewhere in th? nnqfai three dimen-
every page in this issue to have a sort of crate? oJ oaused v7°St
n=?e 28r?!!; tThe? CaaS6S th® thlrd ’entle"ai' from the ?eft 
thoughts t0 ?p?ear to be under the influence of very erotic

zstttvi Tahrs; rceptlble 
striking. I don’t know whether thePbluish tone on thp°Wf1S-rr’1CUlarly 
or intentional, but it is most effective h™? the 1®£$ Slde 15 accidental 
still there as’soon as you fook ^t the page t0-the eye but
credit for the illustration -ibov? ttc. Te\ YoU should have given someone 

cat lines, I do indeed love cats in « Up the question marks on the .
much to have some apoSiia h?r? n,l a platoni= "■anner, and I’d like very ’ 
of them might -fall down the stairs or m awa^,Pronl tbe house so much and one 
I had about six totally S!d Sti ^ci??6?^ ■ hP6 *’? gOne‘ Por a 
end of my yard- They’d dur outt’ living under the garage at the 
the gate and I’m quite sure’ that T cnn?rt *hr°ugh which they could slip under 
a disorderly cat house. could have been- foun<1 Builty °f keeping •

Prl^arw?thWano)^Ogrb:e^airhnVitO?k °h^niUS- 1 hope 
my presence yet so it’s new.'to me. I’m temtL ? * been circulated in 
board at the office as an pynlsn^inn J tempted to put a copy on the bulletin 
over among our rapor?er“^pra^rrad?rsT 7 ab°Ut 6% annual turn-

I »o?ldlervery ?h“ 7? 7deed a di-?ty old man’
to me (illustrated, of course) in a nlain hmwn ^hails. Please send them 
I Will drool over them ^“raWo^a^T0 addreSS’

Willl^lXaed^he^thrt8!11™ L°ulsc°n raPOX< However you

three, volumes, morocco bound) which shoulFappear°any°time now?n. repOrt (in ’ 

that. d^to*d£y°li?f ?omPuters. it is true

core. revolutionaryCthanPjust



55Carolyn Watson
502 S. E. Payton
Des Moines, la 5OJ15
October 18, 1970 '
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.Archie Mercer Dear Nesfa
c/o Harvey, 2 Stithians Row, (=Nothing Ever Suppresses Fannish Activity?)
Four Lanes, Redruth, '
Cornwall, U.K. The other day this household received
December 5, 1970 a thing through the mails which, outwardly

resembled NIEKAS. Smothering my disanpoint
, _ ment that it was only PROPER BOSKONIAN
NUMBER SIX (which, I .rather gather, arrived here through the intercession or some such 
of Marsha Brown,) I settled down and read it. This confirmed that it was still not . 
NIEKAS - but nevertheless hiehgly readable. So you are forgiven for sending it.

■On to Baycon" I certainly enjoyed, despite coming in the middle - but then, 
in fandom one always comes in the middle; As Tony Walsh noticed some years ago, each 
convention, is simply a continuation of the last. I like being around fans vicariously 
as well as in the flesh, and Cory brings me right.in there beside her in an entirely 
satisfactory fashion. .

Incidentally, I hope her public enjoyed her costume - because looked-at through- 
her eyes, it sounded somewhat pointless. Except in as much as she presumed herself 
to be giving enjoyment, of course. But what a lot of fannying about when she could 
instead "have been sitting (or even standing) around talking to fans!

"Oromocto'' I also found enjoyable, though sketchier.

The book reviews were adequate - though I don't quite see the point of reviewing 
only one half of an Ace Double, as Ted Pauls has done. If there is a point, I 
suggest that it should have been stated. '

Quizzes, computers, and higher mathematics, being to me in the nature of terra 
incomprehensibilia, the next 15 pages, are unfortunately wasted on me - except for 
odd things such as the defense against the IBM - sorry, the ICBM - and the form about 
leaping over bull elephants or whatever it was, which were funny. And I could almost 
follow the "Moriarity" bit, though I had to take everything on faith.

The British pb editions of Alan Gamer's books are published by Penguins - the 
first three as Puffins (for children), the Owl Service as a Peacock (for adolescents.) 
(And if you've never seen an Owl Service a Peacock, you’ve never lived, as the saying 
goes.)

Sineeybeth of Campbell'§ bitslof string were apparently indestructible, I don't 
frankly see what he’s trying to get at. Possibly it’s ju^t me coming in late here.

If Gary Woodman means Vurguzz, I'm surprised that its import is permitted under 
Australia's censorship laws. And who says that convention fandom and fanzine fandom 
are incompatible anyway? (they're not, in case you were wondering.)

If the two uncredited dice on P.7 are supposed to be views of the same douse, then 
it's a wrong'un. Either the one and the two should be transposed, or the five and the 
six. However, the only piece of artwork in the issue worth a second glance (apart 
possibly from the covers) is the Barr on P.3. I've just gone through having second 
glances, so I can state this as a subjective fact. Thanks Again.

About those dice. The reason they are uncredited is that the eZectrostenciZ of 
the piece that was supposed to go there tore at the Zast minute. So I took out a 
coupZe of dice I happened to have and drew a picture of them showing sevens. CouZd 
I interest you in a ZittZe game?
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